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Light It Up Blue, annually observed on April 2, is dedicated to raising awareness
of autism in support of both World Autism Awareness Day and Autism Awareness
Month in the United States.

In order to educate the students at Manatee Elementary about Autism, the Counseling
Department has been going into classrooms to teach the students about
acceptance and inclusion. For their part, the children have been involved in a
special art project; they have been coloring puzzle pieces, a symbol associated with
the positive educational message challenging those not on the Autistic Spectrum to
solve the puzzle that they see by understanding and acceptance..

In April and May the students learned about self-control, the 5th social skill in the
C.A.R.E.S program. Manatee Elementary CARES Expectations for Self-Control
We will not blurt.
We will keep our hands to ourselves.
We will raise our hands.
We will control our bodies.
We will be good listeners.
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Ms. Arianna Kennedy, our Student Support Specialist, shared the following article
with us.
Silliness, showing off, and child development
Although silliness and showing off appear in every grade, they tend to be more pronounced in
first, third, and fifth grades, times when most children are experiencing intensive growth in social areas. In the grades where children tend to be consolidating social growth—second,
fourth, and sixth grades—students might actually need their teachers to bring out their humor
and help relieve some of the pressure they put on themselves.

Some Child Development Characteristics Related to Silliness and Showing Off
1st grade characteristics (ages 5–7):
•

•
•
•

Love jokes, riddles, guessing games
Active; need to move a great deal
Concerned with social issues
Very verbal; very social

Influence on silliness and showing off:
•

•
•

Need an audience to try out new jokes and humor
Want to impress certain classmates
May need more frequent social outlets than currently provided

3rd grade characteristics (ages 7–9):
•
•
•
•

Tire easily
Need to move a lot
Very social; concerned with social issues
Very verbal; like to explain things

Influence on silliness and showing off:
•
•
•

Need more chances to move
Are more concerned with social issues than academics
Need to process what they’re learning by talking

5th grade characteristics (ages 9–11):
•

•

Very social
Often expressive and talkative

Influence on silliness and showing off:
•

•

May need to joke and use humor to explain thinking
Want to maintain and develop friendships through joking or exaggerating personal strengths

Naturally, children in every grade sometimes make ill-timed jokes, lose themselves in silliness, and show off too much. It takes children time to develop their comedic timing and ability
to share center stage. With your guidance, they can learn to channel their natural desire for
fun into productive (and still enjoyable) learning.

This helpful information came from:
https://www.responsiveclassroom.org/why-do-children-act-silly-or-show-off/

